We investigate here the nanomechanical response of microcantilever sensors in real-time for detecting a range of ultra-low concentrations of oligonucleotides in a complex background of total cellular RNA extracts from cell lines without labeling or amplification. Cantilever sensor arrays were functionalized with probe single stranded DNA (ssDNA) and reference ssDNA to obtain a differential signal. They were then exposed to complementary target ssDNA strands that were spiked in a fragmented total cellular RNA background in biologically relevant concentrations so as to provide clinically significant analysis. We present a model for prediction of the sensor behavior in competitive backgrounds with parameters that are indicators of the change in nanomechanical response with variation in the target and background concentration. For nanomechanical assays to compete with current technologies it is essential to comprehend such responses with eventual impact on areas like understanding non-coding RNA pharmacokinetics, nucleic acid biomarker assays and miRNA quantification for disease monitoring and diagnosis to mention a few. Additionally, we also achieved a femtomolar sensitivity limit for online oligonucleotide detection in a non-competitive environment with these sensors.
Introduction
The detection and quantification of short, single stranded DNA (ssDNA) or RNA molecules (oligonucleotides) with high specificity is of primal importance in functional genomics right from gene expression profiling to the nascent field of small non-coding RNA (ncRNA, 19-24 nucleotides in length) discovery and profiling [1] . This category of RNAs includes small interfering RNA (miRNA and siRNA), transfer RNA, ribosomal RNA and small nuclear and small nucleolar RNA. Functional genomic technologies are directly applied in detection of biomarker transcripts, monitoring of gene expression, elucidating gene function and eventually drug discovery and patient monitoring. Several technologies [2] that employ arrays of oligonucleotide probes are currently available in this area with DNA microarrays [3, 4] and surface plasmon resonance arrays [5] leading the way. Microcantilever based nanomechanical sensors are a rising class of sensor arrays for bioassays and have made rapid progress in recent years for application towards detection of biological entities [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . They have provided a label-free real time technology with high specificity that has enabled the detection of proteins [12] , oligonucleotides [13] , viruses [14] , bacterial species [15] and fungi [16] among others. They are generally operated in two different modes i.e. static and dynamic mode. The static mode of detection based on surface events that induce stress changes leading to cantilever deformation has been developed for detection of oligonucleotide sequences with high selectivity and single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP) sensitivity [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . This mode detects a target strand without any amplification with complementary probe molecules immobilized on the cantilever surface using hybridization which induces stress in the microcantilever beam [18] . In comparison most current methods for oligonucleotide detection are limited owing to the length which is usually too small to anneal primers and generate amplicons or due to requirement of extensive time and material intensive routines. This has opened up the possibility of a novel platform for genomic studies using microcantilevers since oligonucleotide species can be detected directly using the static mode hybridization principle. The dynamic mode is based on measurement of change in the resonance frequency of the cantilever due to events on the cantilever surface or changes in the properties of the surrounding fluid. For the detection of oligonucleotides based on the dynamic mode, the maximum mass detectable under high degree of probe immobilization and hybridization efficiency conditions with target is still much lower than the current mass sensitivity [19] . Recently microcantilever based nanomechanical sensors have also demonstrated the ability to detect messenger RNA transcripts in a complex genomic background in the static mode [20] . This has paved way for the direct application of microcantilever sensors to functional genomic studies. The presence of competing species in hybridization based assays for single stranded nucleic acids is known to directly lower the sensitivity [21] . Hence for microcantilever-based assays to compete with established technologies, it is crucial to understand the sensor behavior in competitive backgrounds where non-specific interactions on the sensor layers are non-trivial.
Methods

Fragmentation of the universal human reference RNA (UHRR)
The total RNA (UHRR) (Agilent, USA) was provided in a solution of 70% ethanol and 0.1 M sodium acetate suspended in RNAase free water. Prior to fragmentation, the UHRR was extracted from this solution using the provided protocol from the manufacturer. The fragmentation of the UHRR was then carried out using the Bauer core protocol used for microarray and genechip assay [22] with a fragmentation time of 35 min. In order to maintain proper temperature, a thermal cycler was used (Techgene, Witeg, DE). After determining the concentration using UV-Vis (Nanodrop, USA) the final fragmented UHRR was suspended in DEPC water to a suitable concentration (generally higher than 1 μg μl −1 ) and immediately stored at −80°C for further use. After a PAGE gel analysis of the fragmentation efficiency and eventual distribution of strand length, the concentration of the fragmented RNA was calculated based on an average of 50 base pairs per molecule (16 104 daltons).
Probe preparation
For detecting complementary oligonucleotide sequence, thiolated probe molecules were designed with a thiol and (CH 2 ) 6 linker modifications at the 5′ position of the phosphate group of a ssDNA and obtained from Microsynth (Balgach, CH). The thiolated probe molecules were suspended in a protective solution containing 0.01 mM dithiothreitol (DTT). Prior to using the probes for functionalization the DTT was extracted by using liquid-liquid extraction using diethyl ether (DEE) (Sigma Aldrich, DE) as the organic phase. The DTT molecules are relatively more soluble in the organic DEE phase and hence a multi-step extraction (5×) using fresh DEE at each step is used to remove DTT completely from the probe solution. Thereafter the aqueous phase was analyzed with the Nanodrop ND-1000 UV-Vis (Thermo Fischer, USA) to determine the probe concentration.
Functionalization solution and target sample preparation
All solutions were prepared in 18 MΩ cm −1 Nanopure water (Thermo Fischer, DE) that was autoclaved twice (HMC, DE) and stored at 4°C. Probe thiolated ssDNA solutions at 20 μM were prepared in 50 mM triethyl ammonium acetate (TEAA) buffer (Sigma Aldrich, DE) for microcantilever functionalization. HSf71 match target and BioB2-C solutions at various concentrations were prepared for injection in the Gibco D-PBS, calcium/magnesium pH 7.2 1 × buffer (D-PBS) (Life Technologies, USA).
Microcantilever functionalization
Chipsets of microcantilever array sensors with eight sensors each were obtained from IBM Zurich research laboratory in Ruschlikon, Switzerland. The eight cantilevers are 500 μm in length, 100 μm in width and 500 nm in thickness fabricated at a pitch of 250 μm. Sensor arrays were first exposed to 2 min atmospheric UV ozone cleaning (Boekel, USA). This was followed by a rinse in HPLC grade acetone (Sigma Aldrich, DE) for at least 30 min. After careful drying on a hot plate, the array was then cleaned in oxygen plasma cleaner (Diener PICO Barrel Asher, DE) for 3 min. The plasma operating parameters were 0.3 mbar O 2 at 160 W, 40 kHz power setting while using a custom made holder to ensure both sides of the cantilever sensors are cleaned. The sensors chips were subsequently coated on the top side with a 2 nm thick adhesive titanium layer and a 21 nm functional gold layer using 0.2 electron beam deposition tool (Temescal, USA). The titanium and gold were deposited at rates of 0.2 Å s −1 and 0.5 Å s
respectively to obtain an average grain size of ∼35 nm and RMS roughness of 0.8 nm. The gold coated cantilevers were then individually functionalized by 30 min incubation in 20 μM of the respective thiolated probe solutions. This was followed by rinse in 50 mM TEAA and storage in the D-PBS 1 × buffer at 4°C till further use usually within a day or maximum one week without loss of activity. This functionalization is the most crucial stage of the sensor preparation and needed a high level of optimization.
Measurement protocol
The functionalized cantilever was mounted into a flow cell containing the hybridization buffer Gibco D-PBS 1 × before sealing the chamber. The laser deflection system is calibrated to correlate the absolute deflection of the cantilevers to the movement of the laser spot on the position sensitive detector [23] . The temperature of the measurement setup including the target samples and other solutions was kept at 21.5°C in a thermally regulated enclosure and the sample was sucked through the chamber at a steady rate of 150 μl min −1 using a programmed syringe pump (Genie Plus, Kent Scientific). Before the sample injection, the system was calibrated and normalized using a nanomechanical heat test peaking at ∼2°C for 10 s using a peltier heating element under the chamber. After a stable baseline was obtained under thermal equilibration, the sample was injected. The sensor was incubated in the solution as per the required assay followed by a buffer wash of at least 800 μl. As and when required, the sensor array was regenerated after this buffer wash with an injection of 800 μl of 4 M urea (Sigma Aldrich, DE) and incubation for at least 30 min. The sensor was then exposed to an excess wash of hybridization buffer before performing the next assay.
Results and discussion
We investigated the effects of target availability and background competition on the microcantilever differential sensor response so as to predict a quantitative model. To begin with, we first optimized the process for cantilever bio-functionalization. In comparison to the last known published results [24] we applied enhanced cantilever surface preparation using oxygen plasma, high precision and controlled deposition of the functional Au layer, surface activation of gold coated cantilevers using UV-ozone cleaning prior to functionalization with thiolated probe ssDNA and a new buffer for the in situ hybridization. In order to check the sensitivity of these sensors we determined the mechanical response to a range of ultra-low target concentrations from 10 pM down to 1 fM. Using micro-capillaries the microcantilever array was functionalized with thiolated probe ssDNA BioB2 (complementary to the target BioB2-C) while a random sequence of alternating adenosine-cytosine Unspec12 was used as a reference (table 1) . A differential analysis of the signal obtained from the probe and the reference cantilevers is a prerequisite for an unbiased analysis of the sensor data since it accounts for absolute deflection signals arising from environmental changes in the sensor apparatus and the non-specific adsorption of molecules to non-active sensor interfaces [20] . The differential signal results only from the contribution of biomolecular interaction on the ssDNA functionalized gold interface. The surface biochemistry of the reference sensor should be identical to that of the probe cantilever but only lacking the specificity for target recognition. As shown in figures 1 and 2, the sensors detected the entire range selected for the analysis with all data points taken at 30 min from sample injection. As evident, the values do not represent saturation point since it was not within the scope of the study as a diagnostic technique to provide rapid results. The last reported limit for an identical analysis with the same set of probe and target and an identical set of cantilever arrays manufactured at IBM Zurich Laboratories (500 nm × 100 μm × 500 μm) was 10 pM with an average differential signal of ∼10 nm [20] . Applying a new preparation and measurement protocol to the sensors we were clearly able to detect as low as 1 fM with an average differential signal of ∼46 nm (four orders of magnitude improvement in sensitivity). Generally a Langmuir isotherm is fitted to the data in order to calculate the equilibrium constant from the steady state saturation values of concentration and deflection. Since this is not an equilibrium state analysis, we do not believe it is possible to derive detailed kinetic information from the data but the evaluation provides a semi-quantitative assessment of whether targets are present in the sample. We also performed an experiment with the same buffer (SSC 1 ×, 1 M NaCl) and other conditions used in the previous study for target concentration of 10 pM and found that the differential sensor response was still four fold higher which can be attributed to the functional gold layer activation. This is the first time a nanomechanical cantilever sensor has shown femtomolar sensitivity for an online in situ hybridization in pure target environments as compared to previous studies where the measurement was done offline [17] .
After establishing the sensitivity of the nanomechanical sensors, we investigated the sensor response to non-specific competition in total fragmented UHRR with changing background and target concentrations. We chose here the Stratagene UHRR (Agilent Technologies, USA) which is extensively used as a reference in microarray technology [25] and further fragment it using established protocols to keep the background comparable to other technologies used in genomic studies [20, 22] . This provides a strong competitive background to measure the response to an oligonucleotide target since it is a collection of fragmented RNAs. It is evident from the cell lines that compose the reference that the probability of finding a complete full length complementary strand for the HSf71 match probe is very minuscule given that the UHRRR was also fragmented. However there will be competition from partially complementary sequences that are known to significantly reduce response [26] . Although it has been shown that even SNP are clearly nanomechanically discriminable in total RNA [13, 20] , the effect of background competition on SNP detection is not the aim of the present work. The sensor functionalization scheme includes thiolated 21 nucleotide probe HSf71 match, and an internal reference Unspec24 (table 1) immobilized on the cantilever surface. An internal positive control BioB2 was used in some experiments. The HSf71 probe sequence (21 base pairs matching the sense strand) is taken from a gene that encodes coagulation factor VII [27] in human blood which is a vitamin Kdependent factor essential for hemostasis, a mutation of which causes coagulopathy [28] . The respective targets are also listed in table 1. The probe and reference positional Differential BioB2 probe sensor response (log-scaled) to BioB2-C targets at concentrations ranging from 1 fM to 10 pM in Gibco PBS hybridization buffer against reference Unspec12. The data is gathered 30 min after injection of the sample for two different sets of cantilever arrays (both regenerated using 4 M urea) with at least three data points per assay.
arrangement on the cantilever arrays was randomized between different experiments. In order to ascertain the differential sensor response, the microcantilever arrays were exposed to HSf71 match (target) concentrations (10 pM, 100 pM and 500 pM) prepared for injection in the Invitrogen Gibco PBS 1× buffer with different fragmented UHRR concentrations (0 nM, 1 nM, 10 nM, 100 nM and 500 nM). The target concentrations were matched to the abundance of ncRNAs (miRNA etc) in biological samples [29, 30] so as to provide clinically relevant analysis. Recently the lower non-gold functionalized cantilever sides were altered to prevent nonspecific adsorption which we consider an improvement [24] . The non-specific interactions of the molecules with the bare silicon cantilever surface can attribute to noise and a passivation of this side would be beneficial. However we did not include such protection in the current study since we were able to detect the targets in the required range without backside protection. A detailed plot of the differential deflection versus the increasing background concentration for varying values of target concentration is shown in figure 3 . All data points are taken at 30 min from sample injection time point and do not represent equilibrium values since the foremost aim is to provide a rapid and sensitive assay for oligonucleotides. Assuming the deflection signal (y) is proportional to the surface coverage of hybridized molecules [13] , the data is fitted using the following logistic function similar to a dose response curve for competitive diagnostic immunoassays [31] as
Parameters: A1-initial value, A2-final value, x 0 -value of x when y is halfway between limiting values A1 and A2 and p-slope at inflection point x 0 . The initial limiting value A1 is evident at zero background concentration while the limiting final value A2 was fixed at 4.5 nm which is three times the inherent noise levels of detection (∼1.5 nm). The model does not, in any way, represent a detailed kinetics based viewpoint of the system which is far more complex and currently not well understood for such systems [32, 33] . All parameters excluding A2 were allowed for the fitting. The final A1 values predicted with the model were in good agreement with the experimental data. Details of the fitting parameters are provided in table 2.
The value of x 0 is a strong indicator of the limits of the detection in background and sensor response to non-specific competition. For the 10 pM target concentration where x 0 is 1.37 nM, it indicates that the loss in signal at such low target concentrations is very rapid with increasing background when compared to higher concentrations (x 0 = 49.88 nM at 500 pM target level).
From the graph, it can hence be inferred that the deflection signal depends not only on the target concentration but also on the non-specific interaction from the background RNA. The competitive hybridization between different target and non-targets for the same probe can lead to stearic hindrance resulting in inhibition of target binding. The nature of the curve fitted to current data is asymptotic predicting a rather gradual loss of signal as the background concentration rises. There is however a limitation from experimental point of view since the detection limit set for 4.5 nm will not be reached till the background reaches tens of micromolar in concentration. Although this is not a steady state analysis and the mechanisms behind the cantilever deflection in competitive environments is barely known, it is still possible to quantify the range of operation of these sensors. There are practical considerations such as limitations of extracting total RNA from cell lines since amounts available for an assay are limited due to cell culture and extraction methods. Also, the amount of total RNA extracted depends on the method and the reagent of extraction. For example TRI® agent from Sigma Aldrich can yield 5-15 μg per million cells or 1-10 μg mg −1 of tissue (a typical mammalian cell contains 10-30 pg total RNA). Additionally, an increase in noise levels in the optical deflection based detection can be observed with rise in background concentration [20] . Considering such limitations, it is possible that the sensors can be used for quantitative detection of oligonucleotides in as high as 5 μM background for a 10 pM 21 nt oligonucleotide target concentration (predicted sensor response of ∼13 nm). The detection error (data spread) in both the cases (detection in competitive and no backgrounds) is a result of variability in the several steps leading up to experiment and might also be a result of variability in between different sensor chips. However despite this, it is apparent from the data and the resulting plots that it is still possible to clearly discriminate various concentrations of the target probe given that the background RNA concentration is well known.
Conclusions
We have for the first time demonstrated the femtomolar sensitivity of microcantilever based sensors for oligonucleotide detection in pure target environments. The enhancement is more than four orders of magnitude in liquids as compared to previous limits and paves way for ultrasensitive quantitative detection of oligonucleotides in an online method requiring no amplification or labeling of targets. We also profile here the effect of non-specific competition from total RNA on DNA probes while detecting ssDNA targets. The results are directly relevant to detection of any RNA/DNA oligonucleotide species since the interactions for detection of such targets are almost identical both being hybridization based approaches [34] .
We have also provided a first insight into the effect of non-specific competition on the correlation between signal magnitude and target availability on label-free nanomechanical cantilever sensing based assays in a quantitative manner. Differences of response for exact complementary probes are observed in strong competition from random sequences. The simple dose response curve based modeling provides an insight into sensor response and can hence be used to assist the understanding of surface hybridization of DNA/RNA molecules which remains a challenge especially in the presence of non-specific competition. The absolute concentrations evaluated in this study and their mechanical signal responses can be applied to compare the levels of expression and track life time variations in miRNA, siRNA and also mRNA in direct competition or conjunction with current microarray technologies. Many microarray based formats may require noise reduction in addition to biological noise subtraction in order to provide a clearer representative plot for the sensor response [35, 36] . However, all data handling in Figure 3 . Effect of non-specific competition on nanomechanical assay of target oligonucleotide. (a) Detection of target HS71 match sequence in buffer at 10 pM concentration in 1 nM fragmented UHRR against reference Unspec24 (target has 21 nucleotides and reference has 24 nucleotides). The pink areas indicate sample injection while blue area indicates incubation in sample. (b) Detection of target HS71 match sequence in buffer at 100 pM concentration in 100 nM fragmented UHRR. (c) Detection of target HS71 match sequence at varying concentrations versus fragmented universal human reference RNA (total RNA) concentration (from no background to 500 nM fragmented UHRR concentration). Inset shows the same plot with a log x-axis for better representation. The graph indicates, as expected a drop in signal with a drop in the target concentration at any given value of background concentration. The analysis was based on average calculation of the differential signals after subtraction of individual cantilevers from an averaged reference. Three experiments were performed on two distinct sets of cantilever array chips. The rest of the data was gathered from distinct cantilever arrays with all having a minimum of three probe cantilever sensors per experiment.
this study with static-mode microcantilever systems did not require such data smoothing (due to better signal to noise ratio), hence providing a possibility for reliable data on smaller variations in signal. This direct and label-free approach to sensing and quantification of single stranded nucleic acids can therefore provide a new platform in several areas from gene expression profiling, ncRNA pharmacokinetics (siRNA and miRNA), effect of chemical modification on gene silencing, detailed quantitative siRNA uptake assessment, miRNA quantification for disease monitoring and diagnosis etc.
The current study although performed on a eight cantilever per array sensor paves way for the possibility of having a highly multiplexed array with various probes and internal controls achieving high throughput comparable to current industry standards for quantitative hybridization based assays. With an understanding of sensor response in cellular RNA extracts being an important step towards such complex systems, we are currently working towards optimizing such systems for miniaturized multiplexed assays. 
